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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel image segmentation

method to tackle two critical problems of medical image,

which are (i) ambiguity of structure boundary in the medi-

cal image domain and (ii) uncertainty of the segmented re-

gion without specialized domain knowledge. To solve those

two problems in automatic medical segmentation, we pro-

pose a novel structure boundary preserving segmentation

framework. To this end, the boundary key point selection

algorithm is proposed. In the proposed algorithm, the key

points on the structural boundary of the target object are

estimated. Then, a boundary preserving block (BPB) with

the boundary key point map is applied for predicting the

structure boundary of the target object. Further, for em-

bedding experts knowledge in the fully automatic segmenta-

tion, we propose a novel shape boundary-aware evaluator

(SBE) with the ground-truth structure information indicated

by experts. The proposed SBE could give feedback to the

segmentation network based on the structure boundary key

point. The proposed method is general and flexible enough

to be built on top of any deep learning-based segmentation

network. We demonstrate that the proposed method could

surpass the state-of-the-art segmentation network and im-

prove the accuracy of three different segmentation network

models on different types of medical image datasets.

1. Introduction

For many medical image processing applications, it is an

important key to success for the models to correctly seg-

ment anatomical structures in the medical image domain

[24, 17]. However, it is challenging to obtain accurate

segmentation results because of the ambiguity of structure

boundary, heterogeneous texture and the uncertainty of the

segmented region without domain knowledge. Even experts

have differences slightly in their delineation depending on

their experience and skill [18].

In the era of deep learning, many convolutional neu-

U-Net Proposed MethodOriginal Image Ground Truth

Figure 1. Results of automatic segmentation methods on medical

images with the ambiguous structure boundary and heterogeneous

texture image. Note that these segmentation results by U-Net have

failed in preserving structure boundary.

ral networks (CNNs)-based segmentation approaches have

been proposed to accurately segment the target object both

in the natural and medical image domain [15, 31, 21, 33].

Fully Convolution Network (FCN) [15] with skip-layer to

preserve spatial localization information was proposed for

semantic segmentation. Inspired by FCN, U-Net [21] was

proposed for utilizing the context information of the higher

layers to predict precise output by combining higher reso-

lution features with the up-sampled feature. Zhao et al.[33]

integrated FCN and Conditional Random Fields in a uni-

fied segmentation framework for brain tumor segmenta-

tion. These deep learning-based medical image segmenta-

tion methods did not explicitly take into account the diffi-

culties in the medical image such as ambiguous structure

boundaries and heterogeneous textures. Figure 1 shows

cases where U-Net failed to segment the target regions

in ultrasound image. To deal with the ambiguous struc-

ture boundary issue, a few approaches have been reported

[6, 11]. These methods enforce inter-pixel dependency to

recover boundary details. However, they need manual pa-

rameter tuning as post-processing, which is labor-intensive

tasks, and the results are affected by parameter tuning.

To overcome this limitation, interactive or semi-

automatic segmentation methods have been proposed where

ambiguous structure boundary is dealt with interactively

during test time. The interactive segmentation methods em-
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ploy user inputs such as points, bounding boxes to segmen-

tation network [30, 29, 19]. Wang et al. [29] proposed a

deep learning-based interactive segmentation approach in

medical image domain. They encoded structure boundary

information of target object manually; the network could

predict sophisticated structures. However, the interaction

approaches require user interaction time and specialized do-

main knowledge.

In this paper, we focus on tackling the following two seg-

mentation problems raised by medical image domain. First,

most of the medical images in application contain ambigu-

ous boundaries because of poor image quality and hetero-

geneous textures. Unlike objects in the natural image, there

might be no salient structure boundary due to the low res-

olution. Second, it is difficult to automatically predict the

correct target region without knowledge of experts such as

melanocytic lesions in ultrasound image.

To tackle the aforementioned problems, we propose a

novel fully automatic medical image segmentation frame-

work that preserves structure boundary of target region.

Firstly, we propose a novel boundary key point selection

algorithm. The algorithm automatically selects key points

that best fit to target object region. These points put on the

structure boundary of the target object. Then, the points are

encoded to the segmentation network with a novel struc-

ture boundary preserving model, named as Boundary Pre-

serving Block (BPB). It allows segmentation model to fur-

ther exploit the structure boundary information. In the pro-

posed BPB, the boundary key point map is estimated from

visual features. For embedding the experts knowledge in

the fully automatic segmentation model, we introduce a

novel structure boundary information-based discrimination

network named Shape Boundary-aware Evaluator (SBE) in

an adversarial manner without the user interaction. In train-

ing stage, it tries to evaluate how much structure bound-

ary of the segmentation map is well preserved by using the

key point map. Thus, the proposed SBE can give feedback

to the segmentation network on the predicted region, based

on the ground-truth region marked by experts. In addition,

the proposed method mentioned above is general and flex-

ible enough to be applicable to any automatic medical im-

age segmentation models. The flexibility of the proposed

method allows any segmentation models to more precisely

segment target region by integrating BPB and SBE.

To conclude the introduction, we outline the major con-

tributions of this work as follows.

• We proposed a novel boundary key point selection al-

gorithm that best fit the target region. The selected key

points putting on the structure boundary of target re-

gion are encoded through the BPB with boundary key

point map generator.

• In the proposed framework, we employ boundary key

point information automatically without the user in-

teraction. To this end, we trained the segmentation

network in an adversarial way with SBE. The evalu-

ator gives feedback to segmentation network whether

given segmented region coincidences with boundary

key points or not.

• The proposed method can be generalized to different

segmentation models. To evaluate the generalization

ability of the BPB and SBE, we integrate our approach

with three recent state-of-the-art segmentation models,

U-Net, FCN, Dilated-net [31]. We demonstrate that

the proposed method improves the prediction perfor-

mance with statistical significance.

2. Related Works

2.1. Automatic Medical Image Segmentation

Recently, Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DC-

NNs) have shown great success both in natural image and

medical image domain [21, 15, 31]. Fully Convolution

Network (FCN) [15] is one of the most widely used seg-

mentation networks both on natural image and medical im-

age. The FCN consists of consecutive convolution and

max-pooling layers. To preserve spatial localization infor-

mation, it used skip-layer. Many medical image segmen-

tation network used FCN for medical image segmentation

[22, 7, 26, 34, 32]. Roth et al. [22] applied FCN networks

cascaded way for medical image segmentation. Vorontsov

et al. [26] used two types of FCNs for liver and liver le-

sion segmentation. In addition to FCN, U-Net [21] shows

superior performance in medical image segmentation. U-

Net utilized the encoder features to decoder features by skip

connections. Since the encoder feature information is trans-

ferred to decoder, it shows comparable performance in med-

ical image segmentation. Inspired by U-Net, many deep

learning-based automatic segmentation networks were pro-

posed [8, 16, 14, 9, 12]. Dalm et al. [9] proposed 2 and 3

consecutive U-Nets for breast mass segmentation. Although

these approaches have achieved reasonable segmentation

results in medical image segmentation, it still has problems

for preserving boundary.

2.2. Interactive Medical Image Segmentation

In general, interactive segmentation shows superior per-

formance than conventional segmentation method [25]. In

medical image segmentation, it shows great performance

[29, 19, 27, 20] since it encodes the experts knowledge

to segmentation network with several interactions. Ra-

jchl et al. [20] trained the CNNs network by employing

user-provided inputs. By providing specific region infor-

mation, the segmentation prediction performance was im-

proved. Wang et al. [29] proposed deep learning-based in-

teractive segmentation method. They employed structure
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Figure 2. The overview framework for structure boundary preserving segmentation. The network consists of segmentation network with

the boundary preserving block (BPB) and the shape boundary-aware evaluator (SBE). Note that the boundary preserving blocks (BPB)

are integrated into segmentation network for preserving structure boundary. The shape boundary-aware evaluator (SBE) evaluates the

predicted segmentation map, which is used in training stage only.

boundary information to the segmentation network. Differ-

ent from a previous interactive method, they reduced user

interactions by employing a refinement network. These ap-

proaches showed superior results by employing user inter-

action. However, they still need to interact with the experts

at inference time.

3. Proposed Structure Boundary Preserving

Segmentation

Figure 2 shows the overview of the proposed boundary

preserving segmentation framework. It consists of segmen-

tation network with Boundary Preserving Block (BPB) and

Shape Boundary-aware Evaluator(SBE). The BPB and SBE

use boundary key points that are selected from our novel key

point selection algorithm to preserve the structure boundary

of the target object. In the BPB, the key points map is gener-

ated and used to refine the input feature. Then, the segmen-

tation network predicts structure boundary preserved seg-

mentation map. In the SBE network, it gives feedback to

segmentation network whether given segmentation map co-

incides with boundary key point map or not. After the seg-

mentation network and SBE are trained in an adversarial

way, only the segmentation network is used for inferring.

Algorithm 1: Boundary key point selection algo-

rithm
Input: Total number of iterations T , number of boundary

key points n, ground truth segmentation map SGT

Output: Boundary key Points P̃

Initialize IOUbest = 0
for t = 1, 2, · · · , T do

Randomly select N points

P t
n ← {(x

t
1, y

t
1), (x

t
2, y

t
2), · · · , (x

t
n, y

t
n)}

S
t
n ← c(P t

n)
IOUt ← IOU(St

n,SGT )
if IOUt > IOUbest then

IOUbest ← IOUt

P̃ ← P t
n

end

end

Return: P̃

Followings are the detail explanations of the proposed struc-

ture boundary preserving segmentation framework.

3.1. Boundary Key Point Selection Algorithm

To obtain the boundary key points that best fit the

ground-truth segmentation map and represent structure
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Figure 3. Detailed framework for training boundary preserving

block (BPB). The ground truth boundary key point map is gen-

erated from boundary key point selection algorithm (see Section

3.1).

boundary of the target region, we devise a novel boundary

key point selection algorithm. First, we obtain the boundary

of the target object from the ground-truth segmentation map

using conventional edge detection algorithm [5]. On the

boundary of the target object, we randomly select n points.

Let P t
n = {(xt

1, y
t
1) , (x

t
2, y

t
2) , · · · , (x

t
n, y

t
n)} denotes ran-

domly selected n points set, where t denotes the number of

trials (i.e., iterations). Then, we construct the boundary re-

gion, Stn, by connecting the n points at t-th iteration. To ob-

tain the ground-truth boundary key point map, we measure

the amount of overlap region between the boundary region

Stn = c (P t
n) and the ground-truth segmentation map SGT

by calculating Intersection Over Union (IOU). c (·) is the

function to construct the boundary region from the selected

point set P t
n. Finally, the boundary points which lead to the

highest value of IOU are selected as the structure boundary

key point. The selected key points are written as

P̃ = P t̃
n,where t̃ = argmax

t∈{1,··· ,T}

IOU
(

Stn, SGT

)

. (1)

The selected key points set P̃ is converted to 2-

dimension boundary point map. To allow the tolerance of

the key points position in the training phase, we generated

a disk on each key point. Let x be the 2-D key points po-

sition in the image. Let D(y) = {x : ‖x − y‖ < R} be

a disk of radius R centered around y. We set up a binary

classification task as p(x) = 1 if x is in D(y), otherwise

p(x) = 0. Therefore, we regarded the key points map as 2-

dimensional probability map and use cross-entropy to train

the model. These points map is used for training segmenta-

tion network and SBE. Algorithm 1 and Figure 2 describe

the detail of the proposed boundary key-point selection al-

gorithm.

3.2. Boundary Preserving Block (BPB)

As shown in Figure 3, the segmentation network with

Boundary Preserving Blocks (BPBs) predicts the segmenta-

tion map. The proposed BPBs include the boundary points

map generator to estimate the boundary key point map. By

generating the boundary key point map, the segmentation

network encodes structure boundary information without

interactions. The boundary points map generator uses fea-

ture f i ∈ R
w

i×h
i×c

i

as input, where wi, hi and ci denote

the width, height, and channels of the visual feature at the

i-th convolutional block, respectively. From the input vi-

sual feature f i, the generator estimates the boundary key

point map, M̂i ∈ R
wi×hi×1. Then, the generated boundary

key point map M̂i is used for preserving structure bound-

ary information of f i similar to residual attention scheme

[28]. The structure boundary information preserved feature

vi ∈ R
w

i×h
i×c

i

can be written as

vi = fi ⊕ (f i ⊗ M̂i), (2)

where ⊕ and ⊗ denote element-wise addition and channel-

wise multiplication, respectively. In the multiplication pro-

cess, M̂i is broadcasted for each channel number. The struc-

ture boundary preserved feature, vi is fed into (i+1)-th con-

volution block.

3.2.1 Boundary Key Point Map Generator

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the proposed boundary

key point map generator. As shown in Figure 3, the pro-

posed boundary key point map generator is designed to es-

timate the boundary key point map considering various re-

ceptive fields. In our boundary key point map generator, by

employing the dilated convolution[31], the generator can ef-

fectively encode/decode the features with a various range of

receptive fields. Let dsr (·) denote dilated convolution func-

tion with a dilation rate r and filter size of s×s. The encoded

feature maps dsr
(

fi
)

with various receptive fields are con-

catenated across channel-wise and projected into the bound-

ary key point map space. The generated boundary key point

map M̂i can be written as

M̂i = σ
(

d11
{[

d11(f
i), d31(f

i), d32(f
i), d34(f

i), d36(f
i)
]})

(3)

where σ denotes a sigmoid function.

The boundary key point map generator is optimized by

minimizing the cross-entropy loss between the estimated

boundary key point map M̂i and ground-truth boundary key

point map Mi
GT . The objective function for the boundary

key point map generation is defined as

Li
Map = −Mi

GT · log M̂i − (1−Mi
GT ) · log(1− M̂i). (4)
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3.3. Shape Boundaryaware Evaluator (SBE)

To embed experts knowledge in the fully automatic seg-

mentation models, we propose a novel structure boundary

information-based discrimination network named as Shape

Boundary-aware Evaluator (SBE). The SBE gives feed-

back to the segmentation network by using the boundary

key point map. To this end, the SBE takes the boundary

key point map and segmentation image (predicted or the

ground-truth) as input. The boundary key point map and

the given segmentation image are concatenated across the

channel-wise and fed into the SBE network. Then, the

SBE is to evaluate whether the segmentation results are

consistent with the boundary key point map or not. Given

the ground-truth segmentation map SGT and boundary key

point map, the SBE provides a high evaluation score. On

the other hand, with the poorly predicted segmentation map

and boundary key point map, the SBE provides a low eval-

uation score since the poorly predicted segmentation map

is not consistent with the boundary key point map. To this

end, we trained the SBE network with the following loss.

LSBE =− log (D (SGT ;MGT ))

− log
(

1−D(ŜPred;MGT )
)

.
(5)

where D(·) denotes the SBE function that projects the in-

put segmentation map and boundary key point map onto

the evaluation score. ŜPred denotes the predicted segmen-

tation result. Detailed structure of the SBE is described in

supplementary material (Supplementary A.2).

3.4. Training Segmentation Network

To train the segmentation network including the pro-

posed BPBs and the proposed SBE in an adversarial way,

we employ three types of loss functions. The first one is

a segmentation loss function to reduce the difference be-

tween the ground-truth segmentation map and the predicted

segmentation map. It is defined as

LSeg =− SGT · log
(

ŜPred

)

− (1− SGT ) · log
(

1− ŜPred

)

.
(6)

The second one is a key point map loss which is de-

vised for the proposed key point map generation (see Eq.

4). The last one is a boundary aware loss considering the

back-propagation of the SBE. The boundary aware loss is

designed to allow the segmentation network to achieve ac-

curate segmentation results by considering boundary key

points. It can be written as

LBA = − log
(

D
(

ŜPred;MGT

))

. (7)

By reducing the boundary aware loss, the segmentation net-

work predicts structure boundary preserved segmentation

result.

Finally, the total loss function for training segmentation

network can be defined as

LTotal = LSeg + LBA +

l
∑

i=1

Li
Map, (8)

where l denotes the total number of BPBs in the segmenta-

tion network and LTotal denotes the segmentation training

loss.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Datasets

We conduct experiments to verify our proposed structure

boundary preserving method on two medical image seg-

mentation datasets. The first one is PH2 [31]+ISBI 2016

[10] Skin Lesion Challenge dataset and the other one our

own Transvaginal Ultrasound (TVUS) dataset.

The PH2 + ISBI 2016 dataset is a publically available

dataset for evaluating the skin lesion segmentation. ISBI

2016 Skin Lesion Challenge dataset includes 900 skin le-

sion images with different image size. PH2 dataset includes

200 dermoscopic images. For the training, we use 900 im-

ages which are from the ISBI 2016 dataset. Then, for the

testing, we use 200 images which are from the PH2 dataset.

We follow the experimental protocols in [3].

The second dataset is Transvaginal Ultrasound (TVUS)

dataset. The TVUS dataset is a private database collected

for our experiments. It consists of 3,360 transvaginal ul-

trasound images and the corresponding endometrium seg-

mentation maps. The endometrium segmentation maps are

annotated by three expert gynecologists. For the evalua-

tion, we conduct five-fold cross-validation. Therefore, we

use 2,688 images for training and 672 images for testing at

each fold.

4.2. Implementation Details

We optimize our model using ADAM optimizer [13]

with learning rate 0.0001 both in the segmentation network

and SBE network. We train the networks from scratch with

randomly initialized weights with 8 input batches. For ev-

ery iteration, we train the segmentation network 8 times and

the SBE network 3 times to train two networks in an adver-

sarial manner.

To make boundary key point maps, we select 6 points

and perform the boundary key point selection algorithm

40000 times (n=6, T=40000). Beforehand, we train the net-

work, we create the boundary key point maps in advance.

To verify the proposed method, we integrate our method

to segmentation networks. U-Net [21], FCN [15], and
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Table 1. Dice and Jaccard coefficient comparison of our approach

and six different approaches on PH2 + ISBI 2016 Challenge

dataset.

Method Dice Coefficient Jaccard Coefficient

SCDRR [4] 86.00 76.00

JCLMM [23] 82.85 -

MSCA [2] 81.57 72.33

SSLS [1] 78.38 68.16

FCN [15] 89.40 82.15

Bi et al. (2017) [3] 90.66 83.99

FCN+BPB+SBE

(Our method)
91.84 84.30

Table 2. Dice and Jaccard coefficient comparison of our approach

and conventional segmentation network on TVUS dataset.

Method Dice Coefficient Jaccard Coefficient

U-Net [21] 82.30 70.38

FCN [15] 81.19 69.12

Dilated-Net [31] 82.40 70.36

Park et al. (2019) [18] 82.67 70.46

Dilated-Net+BPB+SBE

(Our method)
83.52 71.58

Dilated-Net [31]. Detailed structures of the integrated net-

works are described in a supplementary material (Supple-

mentary A.1).

4.3. Quantitative Evaluation

To demonstrate the advantage of our structure bound-

ary preserving segmentation framework, we compare our

method with other methods. As for evaluation metrics, we

utilize a Dice Coefficient Score (DCS) and a Jaccard Coef-

ficient Score (JCS).

Table 1 quantitatively compares our method with six

state-of-the-art segmentation methods on PH2+ISBI 2016

dataset (SCDRR [4], JCLMM [23], MSCA [2], SSLS [1],

FCN [15], Bi et al [3]). As seen in Table 1, our method

achieves 91.84% in DCS and 84.30% in JCS. By integrat-

ing BPB and SBE into FCN network, it improves 2.44%,

2.15% in DCS and JCS, respectively. Also, our method

shows 1.18% higher accuracy than recent state-of-the-art

skin lesion segmentation method [3]. Overall, our approach

achieves better performance than other methods.

To further evaluation of the proposed method, we con-

duct more experiment on challenging TVUS dataset. Ta-

ble 2 shows the comparison with conventional segmenta-

tion networks and a state-of-the-art endometrium segmen-

tation method. As seen in Table 2, our method achieves

83.52% in DCS and 71.58% in JCS respectively. By inte-

grating BPB and SBE into Dilated-Net, it improves 1.12%,

1.22% in DCS and JCS, respectively. Also, our method

shows 0.85% higher accuracy than recent state-of-the-art

endometrium segmentation method [18]. These results are
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Figure 4. Ablation results on PH2+ISBI 2016 (a) and TVUS (b)

datasets. The blue bars are the DCS of the baseline segmentation

network (U-Net, FCN, Dilated-Net). The red bars are the DCS

that training the baseline network with BPB. The green bars are

the DCS that training the baseline network with BPB and SBE.

attributed to the efficient encoding of the structure boundary

through BPB and SBE.

4.4. Ablation Studies for Generalization

One of the main contributions is that our proposed BPB

and SBE can be general and flexible enough to be applicable

to any automatic medical image segmentation models. To

verify that, we integrate BPB and SBE into three different

segmentation network; U-Net, FCN, Dilated-Net.

Figure 4 (a) shows the ablation studies results on

PH2+ISBI 2016 dataset. Firstly, by adopting the BPB to

baseline segmentation network, the DCS increase by 1.0%,

1.8%, and 1.69% on U-Net, FCN, and Dilated-Net, respec-

tively. In addition, as SBE is additionally adopted, DCS is

further increased by 0.25%, 0.64%, and 0.37% on U-Net,

FCN, and Dilated-Net, respectively.

Similarly, Figure 4 (b) shows the results on TVUS

dataset. By applying the BPB to baseline segmentation net-

work, the DCS is increased by 0.9%, 1.02%, 0.93% Dice

coefficient on U-Net, FCN, and Dilated-Net, respectively.
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Table 3. Statistical significance analysis of performance improve-

ments by paired t-test on PH2+ISBI 2016 dataset.

Baseline

Network

Mean difference

±
Standard Error

95% CI p-value

U-Net [21] 1.22±0.21 [ 0.51, 1.35] p<0.0001

FCN [15] 2.17±0.28 [1.41, 2.72 ] p<0.0001

Dilated-Net [31] 2.03±0.25 [1.34, 2.46] p<0.0001

Table 4. Statistical significance analysis of performance improve-

ments by paired t-test on TVUS dataset.

Baseline

Network

Mean difference

±
Standard Error

95% CI p-value

U-Net [21] 0.92±0.13 [ 0.66, 1.17] p<0.0001

FCN [15] 1.62±0.28 [1.07, 2.17] p<0.0001

Dilated-Net [31] 0.90±0.11 [0.62, 1.1] p<0.0001

In addition, by applying the SBE, it is increased by 0.27%,

0.12%, and 0.19% respectively.

For the further analysis that the performance improve-

ment is statistical significance, we conduct paired t-test. It

provides the statistical evaluation and qualification proce-

dure of the segmentation models. We compare performance

improvement between baseline network and baseline net-

work+BPB+SBE. The results are shown in Table 3 and Ta-

ble 4. As shown in the tables, the performance improvement

is statistical significance with p-value < 0.0001. These re-

sults indicate that our proposed structure boundary preserv-

ing segmentation framework could be applicable to segmen-

tation model effectively and improve the performance with

statistical significance.

4.5. Effect of Multiple BPBs

In this section, we investigate the effect of multiple

BPBs. To verify this, we place the BPB in 5 ways. Table 5

shows the performance comparison along with the number

of BPBs on U-Net. The experiment is conducted on TVUS

dataset. The 5 variants are as follows:

• Encoder (front): A BPB in the first layer of U-Net en-

coder.

• Decoder(end): A BPB in the last layer of U-Net decoder.

• Center (1): A BPB in the center of U-Net

• Center (3): 3 BPBs after 8 convolution layers

• Center (6): 6 BPBs after 4 convolution layers. It is our

proposed structure.

As shown in the Table 5, when we place the BPB the

first layer of U-Net encoder the performance decreased to

82.15%. Since the first layer of the network extracts low

level feature, it is hard to predict key-point. Therefore, the

BPB can’t work well. In the case of Decoder (end), the per-

formance increase. However, since the structure boundary

information can’t preserve during the encoding, the perfor-

Table 5. Performance changes along with the number of BPBs on

U-Net.

Method Dice Coefficient

Encoder(front) 82.15

Decoder(end) 82.43

Center (1) 82.47

Center (3) 82.66

Center (6) 83.20

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Ground TruthInput U-Net U-Net+BPB+SBE
Predicted

Boundary Point Map

Figure 5. Segmentation results comparison of U-Net and U-

Net+BPB+SBE method on PH2+ISBI 2016 (1-3 rows) and TVUS

(4-6 rows). (a) is the original images, (b) is the ground truth seg-

mentation images, (c) is the results of the U-Net, (d) is the U-

Net+BPB+SBE and (e) is the visualization results of the generated

key point map.

mance improvement is marginal. With the multiple BPBs

from center layer (Center (1) ∼ Center (3)), they show as

the number of BPBs increases, the performance increases.

These results can be interpreted that it is important to pre-

serve structure boundary during the encoding and decoding.

Therefore, it would be better to use multiple BPBs.

4.6. Qualitative Evaluation

To demonstrate that our proposed BPB and SBE pre-

serve structure boundary of the target region during the seg-

mentation, we visualize our segmentation results. Figure 5
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Figure 6. Performance evaluation in accordance with the number

of boundary key points on TVUS dataset. It shows the comparison

results between U-Net and U-Net + BPB + SBE.

visually compares segmentation results from our proposed

method (U-Net+BPB+SBE) and U-Net method. First to the

fourth columns are the segmentation results on PH2+ISBI

2016 dataset and Fifth to eighth columns are the segmenta-

tion results on TVUS dataset.

As shown in red circles in the Figure 5, our approach

preserves structure boundary of target region. For the anal-

ysis, we visualize the generated boundary key point maps.

The boundary key point maps are generated from the last

BPB. They are shown in the Figure 5 (e). The results show

that the tendency of preserved boundaries is obtained with

a corresponding boundary key point map. Even the images

have ambiguous structure boundary or heterogeneous tex-

ture, our method preserves structure boundary of target re-

gion; on the other hand, segmentation results obtained from

U-Net failed to preserve boundary.

Refer to the supplementary materials for more results of

U-Net, FCN and Dilated-Net (Supplementary B).

5. Discussion

5.1. Define the Number of Key Points

In our experiment, we used fixed number of key points.

To define the number of key points, we scrutinized the per-

formance changes according to the number of points. Fig-

ure 6 shows the experiment results on U-Net + BPB + SBE

network. We performed this experiment on TVUS dataset.

As shown in the Figure 6, we can find that when we use

6 key points, the results show best performance. However,

this number of key points is not optimal solution for all ob-

jects. For example, in the case of brain tissue which has

many folded structures to segment, it requires more key

points and iterations. It would be interesting to investigate

the relation between the number of key points and object

shape. Detailed experiment results are shown in the supple-

mentary material Figure 16.

5.2. Future Work

There are several avenues for future work. We focused

on the preserving structure boundary of target object in

medical image segmentation. The idea can be further im-

proved by generalizing the method to general object seg-

mentation. The method may vary, but preserving structure

boundary points will still be an important issue. Also, it is

interesting to adapt our method to recently proposed seg-

mentation network. We describe more experiment results

and further discussion in the supplementary material.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents a novel fully automatic segmenta-

tion framework for medical image segmentation with an

ambiguous boundary. To preserve the structure boundary

of the target object in the medical image, we embed struc-

ture boundary key points into segmentation network. To this

end, we generate key point map through boundary key point

selection algorithm. The generated key point map is used

for training our novel structure boundary preserving block

BPB and SBE. In the BPB, the boundary key point map

generator generates boundary key point map. It allows seg-

mentation network to further exploit the structure boundary

of the target object. Then, to embed experts knowledge to

segmentation network, we train the SBE in an adversarial

manner. The proposed SBE tries to evaluate clearly be-

tween the predicted segmentation map and the ground-truth

segmentation map for given medical image. Experimental

results demonstrate that the proposed framework can easily

be integrated into various segmentation networks. Then, the

proposed method improves accuracy with statistical signif-

icance.
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